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																																															 											 	 	 											Fig.	11		Untitled	(green	cup),	Fall	2015		I	started	looking	at	John	Pfahl’s	Altered	Landscapes	series,	in	which	he	playfully	manipulated	the	camera	optics	through	perspective	and	strategically	inserted	manmade	materials.	I	also	looked	at	photographs	by	Gabriel	Orozco,	a	polymedia	artist	and	master	of	play.		Both	of	these	artists	intrigued	me	with	their	playfulness	and	their	ability	to	find	poetry	within	the	ordinary.	






																																	Fig.	12.		Pfahl,	Australian	Pines,	Fort	De	Soto,	Florida,	1977	          
                     																					Fig.	13.		Orozco,	Watermelons	
and	Cats,	cibachrome	print,	1992	
































































	I	was	also	informed	by	the	work	of	Jan	Groover,	another	photographer	playing	with	perspective.		Specifically,	I	was	looking	at	her	“Kitchen	Still	Life”	series,	in	which	she	arranged	commonplace	kitchen	tools	into	abstract	still	lifes.		While	the	objects	in	these	images	are	recognizable	as	domestic	tools,	the	reflective	forms	and	lines	divide	up	the	picture	plane	into	essential	shapes.		While	elevating	domestic	subject	matter,	Groover	rendered	strong	formal	images	by	focusing	on	how	the	objects	related	to	one	another	in	space.		As	MoMA	curator	Susan	Kismaric	surmises,	''The	drama	in	Groover's	pictures	arises	from	the	tension	between	the	form	of	the	picture	[Groover’s	motto	was	“Formalism	is	everything”]	and	the things we know to exist in the world.''7  	
	 		Fig.	25	Groover,	Untitled,	1983. 	
 


























































































                                               
8	Gunning,	Tom.	“What’s	the	Point	of	an	Index?”	
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